It is a toy. It is a hunting tool, too.

“Yo-Yo Day” is June 6th! There are yo-yo contests.
“Walk the Dog” is a fun trick.

Yo-yo means “come back.”
It is the 2nd oldest toy in the world.

The biggest yo-yo is in a museum.
Glossary:
museum: It is a building that has a collection of interesting and valuable things to show to people.
contest: It is an event where people try to win by being better than others.
trick: It is a performance to entertain people.

Activities:
1. Mark the sentence that tells what the word “yo-yo” means in yellow.
2. Underline the sentence that tells where the biggest yo-yo in the world can be found.
3. Have you ever seen a yo-yo? Have you ever played with a yo-yo? Can you do a yo-yo trick? Tell your teacher or your partner your answers. If you have not played with a yo-yo, would you like to try it?